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Dimensional Stone Sales ... Located in the stone heart of Yorkshire, we follow the age old 
traditional stone crafts of years gone by combined with a little modern technology to bring you 
the very best in fireplace surrounds, hearth stones and stone masonry.

All our stone is sourced as local as possible, using only the best quality quarries based around 
the UK.

Our standard designs show a range of different moulding, shaping and finishing. Although these 
designs are made to the same quality standards and sizes, rest assured each fireplace will still 
be unique, due to the wonderful variety of grain, colour and natural markings only found in 
natural stone.

From the quarry floor to your door...

Raw block carefully selected for its 
quality and size from the quarry

The rock is sawn down to the 
specific sizes required for each 
fireplace

The rock is delivered to our yard via 
a fleet of large lorries

The masonry begins and each 
surround begins to take shape,
it will be checked for quality prior
to delivery

The rock is carefully selected for its 
size, quality and suitability for each 
fireplace

Finished surround installed in 
another happy customers’ home, 
ready for use



aIredale

lOnSdale

COverdale

lIttOndale

A traditional cottage design fireplace, very versatile sizing 
options.

A simplistic fit to the wall fireplace, ideal for most types of 
inset fire.

straight lines, sharp and straightforward surround.

Versatile sizing and chamber options make this fireplace 
adjustable for any setting.



BISHOPdale

garSdale

wenSleYdale

rIBBleSdale

Slight carving work combined with a simple surround.

A very popular design of surround with a little carving detail 
added to each piece of stone.

A traditional style of surround with a hint of Tudor arch 
carved into the headstone.

Sweeping arched head stone, with a hint of carving to legs 
and mantlepiece.



lIttOndale

dentdale

denBYdale

wHarfedale

A stone surround with individual carving.

Gothic arched style of fireplace with individual shaped 
hearth.

Similar surround to the Littondale, however there are no 
spandrels on the surround just intricate corbelesque detail.

A keystone style of headstone surround carved from one 
piece of stone.



SkIPdale

lOtHerSdale

malHamdale

kIngSdale

An extremely popular style of surround, with a Tudor arch 
style headstone incorporating detailed hand carved 
moulding.

The imposing size of this surround makes it a truly wonder-
ful addition to any large room. The sheer size and intricate 
carving to the mantelpiece make this a stunning focal point 
in any setting.

This Gothic arched style surround would not look out of 
place in a 12th Century Manor House. With a large carved 
moulded detail to the surround adds a touch of class.

Another traditional set design, truly ageless with a wonderful 
hand carved detail.



StOne fIrePlaCe HeartHS

reClaImed
StOne

All our stone is sourced as locally as possible. Depending on what stone is required, 
our Yorkstone is sourced from the heart of Yorkshire, as it has always been.

Looking around salvage yards and reclamation 
yards can often prove time consuming and
expensive. We understand that they may not 
have the right style or sizes of reclaimed stone 
you are looking for.

We have developed a few techniques that match 
the reclaimed look of old stone, but it is available 
in any size, shape or stone type.

Finishes available:

• Punch Face

• Tooled Finish

• Sandblasted

• Darkened Face

• Scabbled Finish

SAWN SQUARE

SHAMFERED

PENCIL EDGE

HALF BULLNOSE

PITCHED FACE

OGEE



www.dimensionalstonesales.com

01274 309887
Stone Yard, Gordon Street, Bradford BD5 0HE

StOne tYPeS
All our stone is sourced as locally as possible, depending on what stone is required. 
Our Yorkstone is sourced from the heart of Yorkshire as it has been since quarrying began.

YORKSTONE MANOR BUFF

LINCOLNSHIRE LIMESTONE

MOOR TOP GRITSTONE

CUMBRIAN RED SANDSTONE


